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Emails between home and school 
 
 
Dear Parents 
 
Emails are like people. They have good and bad points. At their best they are great communicators. At 
their worst they cause misunderstanding, fail to communicate emotional nuances, and by their 
broadcast qualities can irreparably harm a reputation.  
 
Here below are listed secondary staff email addresses, and tutors’ email addresses. You will see 
almost all follow a simple model:  
Christian name dot surname@smmc.nsw.edu.au I encourage you to get in touch with your 
child/children’s teachers.  
 
When staff and parents use emails to communicate we all need to observe some common sense 
protocols that allow us to maximise benefits and avoid the collateral! The advantage of email's speed 
is also its shortcoming. Friendships can be lost by too much haste and too little thought before sending 
an email message. Brevity can also be mistaken for impoliteness. 
 
I suggest the following guidelines for us all, staff and parents. Many are standard etiquette for email 
communication and you may wish to adopt them in guiding your children about how they use 
electronic messaging in all its forms.  

 Greet your recipient by name - it's polite.  

 Sign off with your name and contact details - it's helpful.  

 Please cc tutor in all communications touching on the welfare of students. It is important the 
tutor is never left out of the loop. 

 Communication is a good thing. The more communication the better, provided the 
communication is positive or constructive and appreciated by the other party. 

 Emails are at their best with content that is informative. Avoid emails that have emotional 
overlay. Avoid negative emails. Pick up the phone instead. 

 Group emails have the potential to waste many people’s time if they are not pertinent. It is 
courteous to avoid timewasting emails, and even joke emails to groups.  

 Avoid emails for topics in the least confrontational, and for any issue that could at all possibly 
be taken the wrong way. Pick up the phone instead. 

 We must never email something we wouldn't say to the recipient's face. 

 We must not write about any third party in an email in any way that the person would feel 
uncomfortable if they should read what is written about themselves. Facts only.  

 If an email is received that is contentious, neither staff nor parents should ever press reply to 
such emails.  A face to face discussion is needed. 

 Emails of any sensitivity must not be forwarded to a third party without permission of the 
sender. This is obviously all the more important if there is distribution to a group.  

 
 
Kathleen Horsfall 
Acting Principal 
kathleen.horsfall@smmc.nsw.edu.au  
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